
Practical informations 

 
 

Description 

 
From Jorasse, follow the path along the hillside overlooking the resort 
of Ovronnaz until you reach the mountain pasture of Petit Pré, at the 
foot of the Grand Château and the Châtillon. The trail climbs steadily 
upwards to the Grand Pré d'Euloi, a magnificent, vast meadow that 
becomes a lake when the snow melts (June-early July). The water 
sinks into the meadow and reappears at La Sarvaz, above Saillon. 
 
At the Grand Pré, depart from the main path in the direction of the 
Fénestral and head North, skirting the plateau. The trail then ascends 
through the enchanting scenery of Vétreuse. This vast corridor shelters 
a rich variety of flora, with little streams and firns that bear the last  
traces of winter. You then reach Tsantonnaire (2,500 m), the highest 
point of both the walk and the winter ski area. The majestic Mont Blanc 
massif looms on the horizon, defended by the Valais Alps that extend 
eastwards.  
 
The return to Jorasse is along a path that follows the ski run. The path, 
which is quite steep but not very long, runs between grassy strips and 
rocks before reaching the Pré de Bougnonne.  The mountain path then 
gently leads you back to Jorasse, where the loop ends. The Tour  
provides an opportunity to admire all the different faces of the Six  
Armaille! 

Duration 3h00 
 with no stops 

Difficulty Medium/ T2 

Length 8 km 

Heigt difference +601 m / -601 m 

Minimum altitude 1’938 m 

Maximum altitude 2’460 m 

Start Jorasse,  
 arrival of the chairlift 

Arrival Jorasse,  
 arrival of the chairlift 

Period End of June-October 
depending on snowmelt 

 

Parking of the chairlift 

Mountain restaurant Jorasse 

Tsantonnaire Tour 

         3h00 

Access by the  
Ovronnaz-Jorasse chairlift 

Did you know? 
 
During peak water-flow periods, countless meandering streams cut across the Pré d'Euloi. 

It is believed that there are veins of gold in the area around Vétreuse. Gold panners, grab your equipment! 

Tsantonnaire is believed to have originated in the pre-Celtic period, with the term "canto" referring to a large 
stone. It is a name that acquires its full significance in this mineral universe formed by lapiés, dolines, crevasses 
and mounds. 
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